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DENISE LEVERTOV

A FIELD SYMPOSIUM

DENISE LEVERTOV: A FIELD SYMPOSIUM
When Denise Levertov died in 1997, she had published more
than twenty books of poems; the first had appeared in 1946, over
fifty years before. To say that hers was a long and distinguished
career is not only to understate, but to miss the full significance
of a life lived so equally and so harmoniously in poetry and the
world that it created a standard for the rest of us.
Levertov was a more complex poet than some readers real¬
ize. A practitioner of nonmetrical verse almost from the begin¬
ning, she taught and exemplified not prosodic freedom but the
most careful use of sound, raising the poetic line to a new stan¬
dard of legitimacy and musical subtlety. A social activist who
spoke and wrote against America's involvement in the Viet Nam
War early on, she believed in political poetry not as an activist
tool, but rather as deeply felt lyric, no different in its origins from
other kinds of poetry. Although she appeared in anthologies al¬
most completely surrounded by men and was never actively
identified with the women's movement, she wrote boldly of
women's experience and inspired more than one generation of
women poets to do the same. And although no one would ever
have called her a confessional poet, she examined personal expe¬
rience with the same unstinting acuity and conscience that she
brought to the issues and events of her time.
The essays in this symposium reflect and expand upon these
complexities. Virtually all demonstrate the superb music of Levertov's poems; all discuss poems that, while raising important
aesthetic issues and questions of social import, help us remember
the human potential for joy and wholeness. Experience was of a
piece for Denise Levertov; she saw the world through a complex
lens that was at once poetic, political, social, and, increasingly in
the later poems, spiritual. Perhaps that is one reason she was so
disturbed by the devastating divisions of war.
The first poem in her Collected Earlier Poems, "Listening to
Distant Guns," was written in 1940 and included the line "That
low pulsation in the east is war." Today, as we hear that pulsation
again, the example of Denise Levertov is more important than
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ever. In a poem written shortly after her death that uses the
words of a nurse as its title ("Some of the Bone Has Gone Miss¬
ing"), Lucille Clifton wrote: "many of us are limping now, /
something has gone missing / from us, part of our bone that was
/ you." Although that bone is irreplaceable, the wish of this sym¬
posium is that the ongoing example of Denise Levertov will help
us walk a little more surely, with the courage that our times de¬
mand and the grace that poetry can give.
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TO THE READER
As you read, a white bear leisurely
pees, dyeing the snow
saffron,
and as you read, many gods
lie among lianas: eyes of obsidian
are watching the generations of leaves,
and as you read
the sea is turning its dark pages,
turning
its dark pages.

David Young
THE SPEECH OF MOUNTAINS
I have always liked the visionary side of Denise Levertov,
and I much admired, especially in her early books, the economy
and grace with which she could express it. The poem I've chosen,
which prefaces her fourth collection. The Jacob's Ladder (1961),
typifies her mastery of free verse, her fusion of music and image,
and the capaciousness of her vision, which can startle and exhil¬
arate, opening new horizons and transforming the ordinary.
All poems take place in time, performing themselves as we
read them, and probably just about all poems are about time, con¬
firming or confronting it. This poem, one carefully uncoiling sen¬
tence, is about simultaneity. It's also about the size of the world
and the range of the imagination; and about the identities be¬
tween physical and mental realms that visionaries like Blake have
always tried to tell us about.
Levertov's model is Williams. She has thoroughly absorbed
his understated handling of ecstasy and vision, and she has mas¬
tered the subtle music that is based on exactness of line and a rel¬
ishing of individual words and syllables. Thus her form comes
not from a traditional notion of the line and stanza, precast units,
but from the ceremonious treatment of repetition, structuring
each unit of the poem around the phrase "as you read." Since the
poem is addressed "to the reader" and is about the act of reading,
the form is thus drawn from its most logical source, the subject.
The line lengths are governed by the sense of emphasis. They
range from two syllables to twelve, and do not occur in any set pat¬
tern. It is a matter of what's appropriate. The opening stanza circles
down, like a camera zooming in for a close-up, from a polar land¬
scape to the fact of the bear's peeing, to the color change it produces
on the snow; that is why that pattern of dwindling line lengths is
right for that stanza. But the second stanza occurs in a jungle or rain
forest, so it needs to be thicker and to have its central transforma¬
tion, the eyes of the gods watching the passing of life and time, in
its denser middle, part of a different sound and image texture. The
third stanza needs to enact a repetition, so that its four key words,
turning its dark pages," will be encountered twice, once with an

emphatic pause after "turning/' leaving the reader to look up and
ponder what is unspoken as the poem's performance closes.
The sounds are similarly canny. The first stanza is tied to¬
gether with its long e and long i sounds, as well as the esses that
snake through it. In the second stanza the dominant vowels con¬
tinue while Ts and n's pick up the consonantal music. In the third
stanza the cluster of punchy consonants that occurs twice in "dark
pages" feels new to the poem even as "read" and "sea" sustain the
long vowel music. Nothing seems wasted, and the exactness of
diction that can import words like "saffron" and "obsidian" into a
simple series of landscapes and seascapes inspires our trust. We
feel this speaker wouldn't use any word casually or to impress us
with her range of vocabulary, but only for its precise weight, color,
texture, sound, and appropriateness to the context. Similarly, tra¬
ditional rhyme does not tempt her, but sound relationships, like
the long vowels and the resonance among "saffron," "obsidian,"
and "generations," are a matter of keen interest to her.
These are technical points that underline Levertov's mastery
of her craft. The larger point concerns the skillful set of revela¬
tions the poem offers us about the relation of world to text, read¬
er to writer, printed page to place and time. We sense and feel
these relations before we can articulate them because the poem is
so swiftly and discerningly enacted.
First the simultaneity. If these things occur concurrently, "as
you read," then the world is a thrilling place, stretching from
polar ice to tropical wilderness and having the vast ocean as its
most sublime and threatening place/presence. We would be un¬
comfortable in any of these venues: cold in the polar bear's
world, lost, hot, and bewildered among the lianas where the gods
lie, and adrift and disoriented on the ocean if we were lucky
enough not to be drowning in it. The poem can take us there, so
that as we read, in comfortable temperatures and decent light, the
huge world of risk and mystery is made available to us.
At the same time, our importance dwindles somewhat in the
face of these immensities. That familiar function of the sublime,
to produce awe and fear, making the human dimension smaller
and more fragile in the face of indifferent nature — wilderness.

volcano, waterfall, hurricane — is echoed here, with a light touch
and a kind of insouciance we may not have been prepared for.
That bear, for example. He's attractive, white against white,
taking his time to perform a natural function in his accustomed
world, but we'd rather not meet him alone. And those gods. If they
are Mayan statues, still undiscovered, they represent an alien sense
of the sacred that we can only guess at. Or they could be inhabitants
of the jungle, as natural to it as the bear to her snowscape, pythons
or sloths or iguanas, resting, observing, indifferent. With "genera¬
tions of leaves" Levertov glances toward Homer and Tennyson, to¬
ward the old trope that compares human lives with leaves that
decay and fall. But this wilderness never arrives at the barrenness
of temperate climates. Like the gods, who are "many," the genera¬
tions of leaves are a constant riot of growth, rank and luxuriant.
The polar and the tropical are so neatly juxtaposed that they
threaten to complete the poem between them. But the speaker has
one more move to make, taking us further while also bringing us
back. The repetition of "as you read" modulates into the greater
repetition of the sea, making waves ceaselessly, world without
end. And the sea, it turns out, is a reader too. The "leaves" of the
previous stanza, endless generations, become the dark pages of a
huge and endless book. It is no longer you and the Other, you
here reading and the Other far away, peeing, or lying and watch¬
ing. You are reading the Other and the Other is reading you, not
only in the same moment but in the same space or place.
What does it mean to make the sea a reader? Is it just a clever
comparison, from which the reader can turn away with a sense of
pleasure and delight? The shiver I get from it suggests something
more, something that comes from that repeated phrase, that sec¬
ond look. I think the poem performs a phenomenological somer¬
sault, dissolving the barriers of self and world, the binaries of
mind and body, inner and outer. If the bear and the gods, the
polar and the tropical, form one continuous and unfolding vision
of being, the sea's reading raises the stakes, erasing the barrier
between inner and outer worlds. The reciprocity of you reading
the sea and the sea, in effect, reading you — for surely you are in
its dark book, a book with no exclusions — is a way to assert
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what poems like to assert, a vision anterior to Descartes and even
Plato, subverting the old dichotomies and reconnecting us to a
fluid and comprehensive totality of existence.
Levertov has performed, simply and with apparent effortless¬
ness, what takes some poets many more words and much more
pondering. The lightness of the leap into unity of being and conti¬
nuity of existence is so graceful and simple that some will miss it.
But it comes from the center of a poet's understanding, and it can
represent her visionary accomplishments as well as, or better than,
texts that are more involved, tendentious, even overextended. As
a text to start a book with, training the reader in the real meaning
of reading poems, this is as good as they come. It ushers us into a
book that is sure and centered in its radiant aesthetic:
Not 'common speech'
a dead level
but the uncommon speech of paradise,
tongue in which oracles
speak to beggars and pilgrims:
not illusion but what Whitman called
'the path
between reality and the soul,'
a language
excelling itself to be itself,
speech akin to the light
with which at day's end and day's
renewal, mountains
sing to each other across the cold valleys.
("A Common Ground")
How often, reading Denise Levertov's lifetime gift of wonderful
poems, one hears those mountains talking.
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HYPOCRITE WOMEN
Hypocrite women, how seldom we speak
of our own doubts, while dubiously
we mother man in his doubt!
And if at Mill Valley perched in the trees
the sweet rain drifting through western air
a white sweating bull of a poet told us
our cunts are ugly - why didn't we
admit we have thought so too? (And
what shame? They are not for the eye!)
No, they are dark and wrinkled and hairy,
caves of the Moon . . .

And when a

dark humming fills us, a
coldness toward life,
we are too much women to
own to such unwomanliness.
Whorishly with the psychopomp
we play and plead - and say
nothing of this later.

And our dreams,

with what frivolity we have pared them
like toenails, clipped them like ends of
split hair.

Marilyn Chin
NOTES ON "HYPOCRITE WOMEN"
"Hypocrite Women" was published in a collection called O

Taste and See. The volume also included such brilliant pieces as
Song for Ishtar" and "The Ache of Marriage." I believe that it
was Levertov's best book.
Let's put "Hypocrite Women" in context. It was published in
1964, post Kennedy assassination. Jack Ruby was found guilty of
killing Lee Harvey Oswald and was sentenced to death. Lyndon
Johnson was elected President and the Vietnam War was escalat¬
ing. Goldfinger and A Hard Day's Night were in the theatres, as
were Zorba the Greek, Mary Poppins, and My Fair Lady. Martin
Luther King won the Nobel Peace Prize while race riots erupted
in Harlem and Watts. Cassius Clay stole the world championship
from Sonny Liston. Girls were wearing go-go boots and dancing
to the Watusi, the Frug, the Monkey, and the Funky Chicken.
Most of our pre-feminists were reading Betty Friedan's The

Feminine Mystique. The women's movement was catching fire, but
Steinem would not found Ms. magazine and Germaine Greer
would not publish The Female Eunuch until the seventies.
I was nine years old, living in Portland, Oregon. "Fresh off
the Boeing," I had arrived in 1962 from Hong Kong and was
struggling to learn English in school. My favorite subject was
math. I had no idea that one day I would become a poet and land
in Levertov's class at Stanford in 1984.
"Hypocrite Woman" would be one of those poems that
would help guide my esthetics for years to come. Besides the ob¬
vious shock value of using "cunt" in a poem, it was about using
form as oppositional force, about using a poem as social critique,
about using an in-your-face attitude, about using irony; it was
about having courage to write against the current grain of high
lyricism. Levertov was able to synthesize myth, compelling im¬
agery, and witty satire in a crafted, spare line.
And regard how she cuts through poetic bullshit and speaks
the truth. We don't need that "white sweating bull of a poet (to
tell) us / our cunts are ugly." We must fess up that we thought
they were ugly, too, that our self-hatred has kept us subjugated.
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It's a universal indictment that points a finger at everybody: men,
women, and the poet herself.
And the beautiful, interrupting enjambment. The push and
pull of:
No, they are dark and wrinkled and hairy,
caves of the Moon...

And when a

dark humming fills us, a
coldness towards life,
we are too much women to
own to such unwomanliness.
The withholding of breath (womanist, no?), the suspensions in
the end of the line against the musical phrase, make the ironic
tone even more sassy and wily.
And of course, the two startling, unforgettable images.
Cunts, "dark and wrinkled and hairy, / caves of the Moon." And
the "white sweating bull of a poet" from Mill Valley (a California
joke). These two satirical images would stay with me forever.
Above all, I love the healthy disdain for those "white male
bull poets."
By the time I sat in Denise Levertov's class at Stanford, I had
already O.D.ed on workshops. And I was feeling anxious and a
bit paranoid that she preferred the male poets in the class. (For
some reason, there was an abundance of white male poets that
year vying for her attention.) Then one day she stopped me in the
women's bathroom to assert that she had fought hard to get me a
Stegner Fellowship, that I was a gifted poet, that I should stay the
course. Finally, I felt validated.
Denise Levertov is one of those tough goddess/poets that I
keep in my shrine forever along with Adrienne Rich, June Jordan,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Li Qing Zhao. "Hypocrite Women" was au¬
thentic, visionary, way before its time. Read it, read it again; you
will hear the rallying cry, you will feel the exhilaration.

IS

LIFE AT WAR
The disasters numb within us
caught in the chest, rolling
in the brain like pebbles. The feeling
resembles lumps of raw dough
weighing down a child's stomach on baking day.
Or Rilke said it, "My heart. . .
Could I say of it, it overflows
with bitterness. . . but no, as though
its contents were simply balled into
formless lumps, thus
do I carry it about.'
The same war
continues.
We have breathed the grits of it in, all our lives,
our lungs are pocked with it,
the mucous membrane of our dreams
coated with it, the imagination
filmed over with the gray filth of it:
the knowledge that humankind,
delicate Man, whose flesh
responds to a caress, whose eyes
are flowers that perceive the stars,
whose music excels the music of birds,
whose laughter matches the laughter of dogs,
whose understanding manifests designs
fairer than the spider's most intricate web,
still turns without surprise, with mere regret
to the scheduled breaking open of breasts whose milk
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runs out over the entrails of still-alive babies,
transformation of witnessing eyes to pulp-fragments,
implosion of skinned penises into carcass-gulleys.
We are the humans, men who can make;
whose language imagines mercy,

lovingkindness; we have believed one another
mirrored forms of a God we felt as good —
who do these acts, who convince ourselves
it is necessary; these acts are done
to our own flesh; burned human flesh
is smelling in Viet Nam as I write.
Yes, this is the knowledge that jostles for space
in our bodies along with all we
go on knowing of joy, of love;
our nerve filaments twitch with its presence
day and night,
nothing we say has not the husky phlegm of it in the saying,
nothing we do has the quickness, the sureness,
the deep intelligence living at peace would have.
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Fred Mareliant
MERE REGRET
I think it was the academic year of 1965-66. I was a secondyear undergraduate at Brown, and attending one of my very first
poetry readings. Denise Levertov was being sponsored by a stu¬
dent anti-war group. The American war in Viet Nam had already
heated up, and so I am sure it was sometime after the Marines
had landed in Da Nang in the spring of 1965. It was probably in
the fall, and given the year and situation, it is likely Levertov
read what would later be recognized as one of her most impor¬
tant anti-war poems, "Life at War." It would appear in her next
book. The Sorrow Dance, which came out in 1967. And, I am sorry
to report, if she did read "Life at War," it must have gone in one
ear of mine, and out the other.
In the years since then I have often pictured Levertov read¬
ing her poems as she stood beside a grand piano. Mitch Good¬
man, her husband, sat in the front row and participated vigor¬
ously in the questions and answers afterwards. There were some
student speakers too. I was a scholarship boy, a townie, wideeyed and at play in the fields of poetry as well as on the College
Green, just beginning to get the idea that I might be a writer. But
the moral heft of what Levertov read made little direct impact on
me, because two years later, I enlisted in the Marine Corps with
the intent of going to Viet Nam to write about the war. It is true
that two years after that, and before I actually went to Viet Nam,
I was discharged from the Marine Corps as a conscientious objec¬
tor. But in the years since I've always felt more than a twinge of
regret about how little that reading had meant to me. My under¬
graduate mind was chock full of conventional ideas about war. I
came from a working class family, where the military was a rite
of passage into authentic adulthood. I also had recently acquired
notions about the privileges granted to a poet by the nature of his
calling. I thought I could go, become a man, and report how evil
the war was. It never occurred to me until I was already a second
lieutenant, that I had been tacitly willing to kill people in the
process.
Of course I have tried to listen more carefully in the years
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since, and in that effort I now recognize Denise Levertov as one
of the unequivocally major American poets of the last half of the
twentieth century. She inherited and incorporated the core
lessons of both Dickinson and Whitman. She resonated with and
grew from her encounters with Williams. Ever alert to the im¬
pulses of the avant-garde, she knew the importance of destroying
or abjuring inherited artistic conventions. She celebrated the idea
of organic form, of form and content each discovering the other.
But she was also equally and fully intent on sustaining a moral or
ethical core in her conception of the art. The body of her work,
poetry and prose alike, comprises a spiritual, aesthetic, and social
history of the times she lived through. All her works, including
her social activism, bear witness to her sense of the importance of
poetry. It was for her not only a way of knowing, but also a pri¬
mary way, as she would have said, of her being in the world.
"Life at War" can stand as representative of Levertov's sense
of poetry's potential import and fullness of being. The poem is an
effort to name a slippery, subtle feeling that the poet has regis¬
tered as one result of the ongoing American war in Viet Nam. The
poem opens with a wave of nausea, an emotional queasiness that
the first line captures in its ambiguity: "The disasters numb with¬
in us. . .

With the echo of Goya's etchings surely intended, Lev¬

ertov says these things numb us, and are themselves numb. They
roll like pebbles in the brain, and they weigh us down inside, as
if we had swallowed raw dough. It is a feeling that reminds her
of Rilke s remark, out of which she composes the next few lines.
Rilke s words conjure a First World War angst, and definitely pre¬
sent the depressed, earth-bound soul, not the angelic sublime.
His war is the same war, says Levertov, and it continues, in that
every war is always the same war, at least in the capacity to bur¬
den a soul with leaden feelings.
Though she takes her initial cues from Goya and Rilke, one
should note how the poem is thoroughly and determinedly de¬
mocratic. The plural pronoun of the first line is sustained
throughout the whole poem. Not only is the feeling within us, but
also "we have breathed the grits of it in." "Our dreams" are coat¬
ed by the knowledge of what human beings are capable of doing
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to one another. Levertov refuses to place herself above this fray
or above anyone else. This thing affects us all, and even if you or
I don't always know we are feeling it, still we can recognize it in
the “gray filth" that films over our imaginations, our hearts and
minds combined.
In "filth" there is an echo of Williams's "To Elsie" where he
imagines the ground we walk on as:
an excrement of some sky
and we degraded prisoners
destined
to hunger until we eat filth
while the imagination strains
after deer
going by fields of goldenrod. . .
Williams goes on to present an image of America careening
through history without anyone behind the wheel. I think the
ending of "To Elsie" is indeed a model behind "Life at War," and
Levertov would have concurred with Williams when he says that
"somehow / it seems to destroy us." Somehow, says Levertov, the
war we are waging in Viet Nam seems to destroy us too. The
wages of war may be insidious, subtle, and mild by comparison
to what the Vietnamese live with, but the effects are real, and it is
the poet's responsibility to parse them out. The war zone extends
from Viet Nam to North America. No one is exempt or immune
to the fallout. The war continues, is everywhere, and affects
everyone, even poets dissenting from it.
The next section of "Life at War" alludes to Sophocles'
Antigone, and the choral speech which affirms the wondrous
works of mankind. As in the tragedy, the paean to mankind in the
poem is freighted with irony. "Delicate Man," whose music excels
that of birds, will still turn "with mere regret" to the butcheries of
war. Even now, years later, the lines that follow are remarkable
for the violence of their images and the harshness of their sounds.
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These lines are intended to contrast with and balance the elegant
harmonics of the lines praising man, and their intent — possibly
a little too consciously — is to shock. For me, however, the key
words remain the ones that introduce the violent imagery of war,
"without surprise and with mere regret." The tone of "mere re¬
gret" is a compound of sarcasm, rueful knowing, and a deadly ac¬
curate sense of the bland euphemisms of diplomatic language.
Officials always "regret" collateral damage, and, as they rarely
mean it, the regret is always mere.
The poem implies that such is the case for any and all of us,
no matter how close or distant the combat. In life at war, we all
live with varying degrees of indifference. Levertov offers this
"mere regret" as the verbal embodiment of that film over the
imagination, that subtle calcifying that comes to us all, regard¬
less. To identify and name our easy capacity to merely regret
seems to be the whole terrible and terrifying point of this poem;
somehow it seems to eat away at us. Poetry itself, let alone dissidence from the war, is neither shield nor shelter. Nor is poetry a
platform from which the poet can lecture or scold. If anvthing
this poem is Levertov's examination of her own soul. The results
say that the poet too is not immune. Life at war, no matter who
you are, means living on a continuum of death and dying. There
is no safe haven.
The same war, as Denise Levertov says, continues, even now.
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AN EMBROIDERY
(IV) SWISS CHEESE
(after a lost poem, 1947)
Lost wooden poem,
cows and people wending
downmountain slowly
to wooden homesteads
cows first, the families
following calmly their swaying,
their pausing, their moving ahead in dreamy
constancy.
Children asleep in arms of old men,
healthy pallor of smooth cheeks facing
back to high pastures left for the day,
are borne down as the light
waits to leave.
Upper air glows with motes color of hay,
deep valley darkens.
Lost poem, I know
the cows were fragrant
and sounds were of hooves and feet on earth,
of clumps of good grass torn off, to chew
slowly; and not much talk.
They were returning
to wooden buckets, to lantern-beams
crisp as new straw.
Swiss cheese with black bread,
meadow, wood walls, what
did I do with you, I'm looking
through holes, in cheese, or
pine knotholes, and
who were those peaceful folk, the poem
was twenty years ago, I need it now.
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Marianne Boruch
TWO VEILS
I'm not sure people do this anymore, or not much anyway —
embroidery — though when I was a child, you could still earn a
badge in Girl Scouts with it. And that peculiar, willful stitching
would turn up in expected places though always a surprise some¬
how: daffodils carefully embedded near the hem of a line-dried
and stiffened pillowcase one was almost too tired to notice, or on
the edge of some handkerchief no one dared really use, folded in
a perfumed drawer.
That Denise Levertov would launch a modest four-poem se¬
ries from real embroideries, or perhaps only using that template
to frame her meditations, thus drawing on its delicate, static
aura, seems completely in keeping with the time she came of age.
Surely such handiwork was still valued. Yet already the whole
business must have been tinted with nostalgia — war and then
post-war, the surge of shiny new beginnings everywhere. The act
of drawing lightly with pencil on a small cotton expanse, then
taking a needle and its colorful thread to follow such design —
that took hours, took an eye comfortable with measure, the stop
and start of it, the glint of the needle vanishing into the underside
of cloth and reappearing, steady, in a burst of red or blue. In a
way, the entire idea of embroidery seems a kind of ars poetica for
Levertov whose work has always been, for me at least, soaked in
dream but kept absolutely alert — one might say, kept meticulous
— through detail inch by inch, the pacing managed in part with
small and large white spaces, the way itself disappearing, then
appearing in the weight of a singular image, dangerous needle
piercing the fabric.
Meanwhile in her actual series, "Four Embroideries," Lever¬
tov begins and largely stays with story, or retold story — not an
overwhelming habit elsewhere in her work — invoking the old
tale

Rose Red and Rose White" in one, then the lesser known

Catherine and Her Destiny" from Andrew Lang's collection that
her mother read to her as a child, and, in her third, the more ob¬
scure

Red Snow drawn from Parables from Nature, she tells us in

the parenthetical epigraph, first collected by a certain "Mrs.
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Getty” — Margaret Getty, it turns out, whose book was wildly
popular with children, or at least, parents/or those children in the
late 19th century. These first three "embroideries," their stories
told and variously interpreted for us, hold interest, but the poet
for the most part, as personal speaker with something clearly at
stake, does not entirely enter, not yet.
It is the fourth and last part of this series, "Swiss Cheese,"
where that full entry comes, and it's this particular part that
haunts me. "After a lost poem, 1947," Levertov writes, again in a
parenthetical epigraph, and suddenly with the words "after" and
"lost," we're deep into new kind of telling — self-conscious, frag¬
ile, cut with grief, or at least with a looking back that might trigger
such grief. So we're prepared though one might argue that in this
fourth section we're already prepared, working off the careful ac¬
cumulation of three previous meditations. Well, that too. But
there is great stillness now, here at the start. Abruptly, after all the
mulling and coming-to-conclusion of sections one through three,
it's the lost in that epigraph that makes us stop. And open, then,
to this:
Lost wooden poem,
cows and people wending
downmountain slowly
to wooden homesteads
cows first, the families
following calmly their swaying,
their pausing, their moving ahead in dreamy
constancy.
As clear as this narrative seems, there's a give and take, a
small, almost wily confusion from the onset. Is this about an actu¬
al memory, and if so, something seen? Or read of? Perhaps it's the
poet just tracing the stitched figures of an old embroidery after
all. Beyond that, is it simply the imagery of the "lost" poem that
she reconstructs here? And why a "wooden" poem, as she calls it
in the first line before describing the descent on the mountain.
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unless it's a reference to an imagery already ancient, almost
mythic, whole families — old men, children, the cows they care
for — coming down after a full day's work into twilight and rest.
Perhaps such confusion is deliberate, part of the speaker's
own sense of the mysterious: how do poems come about anyway?
And what is a poem — the made thing itself? The memory of that
making? All the worlds attached to it before coming into being?
This questioning — the epigraph insists on it. And in that spirit,
Levertov chooses to cast these first few lines as fragment, heavy
with half-verbs, almost-verbs set in motion by their ing form, as
if nothing is ever complete and everything immediate; we live to
enter and exit nearly mid-sentence.
Yet the uncertainty of the syntax is balanced by the poet's
trademark rock-hard clarity of image. One sees this flash of hu¬
manity in a weird, weighted motion, nothing blurred: cows first
with "their swaying, / their pausing" and their human owners
who follow, and presumably share, their "dreamy constancy." It's
all "downmountain," this movement; Levertov's running togeth¬
er these words faintly mime the ghostly kenning, sweet, dark
habit of Old English though not exactly, of course, her double
word not two nouns oddly joined together but still intriguing, es¬
pecially given the poem's reversed sequence, "mountain" at first
thought, simply up, all peak, but here, from the start, it's the other
way, a retreat, a surrender in the slow going down. And of course,
more detail: "Children asleep in the arms of old men," and a
quick reference back to the hours before, "the high pastures," a
phrase thrilling to me, a flatlander, a Midwesterner, for whom the
word high will never, in this life, routinely coexist with the love¬
ly sanity of pasture. By the end of that sentence — Levertov's first
complete one

its light that enters, light given near human sen¬

sibility in that it "waits to leave."
Undoubtedly, light is a major image throughout Levertov's
work. In some ways, hers is a highly moral imagination, its
power dependent on primal distinctions and the oldest of irnagery that underscores them, but she can be unnervingly subtle.
Here, as we move into the third stanza, it's the non-human, even
the non-animal world that fills us with wonder in a swift expan-
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sive turn — the sweep is on landscape — where in a blink, we see
by both detail and summary that the "upper air glows with motes
color of hay / deep valley darkens." So light finds its heavier
twin, but by putting dark into its verb form, Levertov enlivens it,
gives it flight. We see it as it happens. We are there.
Thus the sudden turn to direct address. "Lost poem," she
writes, "I know...." (Direct address? Maybe, maybe not. But that
ambiguity seems delicious to me.) In fact, this leap feels both jar¬
ring and perfectly inevitable. Where else to go at this point but in¬
ward, to the past and utterly personal after such a vista, the
whole valley breathlessly visible from this height? It's in such
simple moves that Levertov's genius is evident, I think, in the
natural but often quietly ecstatic slips she makes into and out of,
between worlds. Now the lost poem is fully evoked, its specifics
more striking —
Lost poem, I know
the cows were fragrant
and sounds were of hooves and feet on the earth,
of clumps of good grass torn off, to chew
slowly; and not much talk.
In the scent of the cows, the sound of both hooves and
human feet on the trail, the "clumps of good grass torn off, to
chew," Levertov hammers and quickens memory with a mono¬
syllabic run — a trademark gesture — ending just in time to turn
the sentence at its line break — another famous habit — to a more
thoughtful speed, "...slowly," she says of the cow's rhythm, the
two syllables drawn out, exactly making it so. Then still linked by
a semi-colon, the sentence, but barely, continues — "not much
talk." I have to say I love that "not much talk" in there, how it
takes us down to nothing, but such a nothing! Everything is open
after all; one looks out at it. In this way, another small expansive
moment passes before the rush of real fact, still in downward mo¬
tion — of the mountain, of the life. "They were returning," she
tells us, "to wooden buckets, to lantern-beams / crisp as new
straw."
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So much for the scene and the remembered scene, a veil on it
now, two veils, really, the recollection of the lost poem — there

was such a poem of "cows and people wending / downmountain" — and then the second remembering, a far more complex
rendering where children sleep in adult arms, where cows eat
slowly and take all the time in the world. In the remaining three
stanzas, full of brief litanies and questions, the speaker looking
seemingly everywhere "through holes, in cheese, or / pine knot¬
holes" to bring this moment back, I hear a new voice. It's not the
certain, smart overvoice of the earlier pieces in this embroidery
series but a sound more tentative, shot through with longing,
even its questions — "what did I do with you" and "who were
these peaceful folk" — worn down to no-longer-questions-at-all,
pressed now with a sorrow and a mystery that changes them to
statements, strange, self-contained things we might circle end¬
lessly, never getting to the end of that circling. Finally the poet is
uncharacteristically direct: "I need it now" she tells us, point
blank, of the remembered scene or the remembered poem, ending
everything in a whisper, past entreaty. It's an utterance to the self
against times, perhaps, not so pleasant, years of holding forth
and being sure, or not so sure; we only overhear it. But are we
also stopped? Yes. And all lost things come flooding back.
Forgive me. This is not one of Levertov's finest poems; I cer¬
tainly do not argue that. And it's a genre all by itself — a poem
about a poem, in this case, the first vanished version apparently
written in 1947, this second, I would guess, about 1968, which is
to say, a made thing about a made thing and all the lost time and
life between. This is the small shock of her "I need it now," that
to look back is also to look right now, here, and feel absence, some¬
thing that takes us inward to the bony parts or to pure air and
high places. That Levertov included this fourth embroidery
among her poems of conscience in Relearning the Alphabet (1970),
a collection largely reflecting the angst and struggle of the Viet¬
nam War, makes the piece more poignant, I think, the poet's need
and search for those near mythic, sensible "peaceful folk" a
greater counterweight, a lit thing.
One last thought. Toward the end of her life, Levertov put to-
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gether Tesserae, a book she called "merely fragments," prose
pieces written now and then "between poems." The last of these,
"A Lost Poem," mourns another misplaced piece which merged
two images she dreamt one night, a richly appointed Florentine
cathedral and the piazza of a poor Mexican town. But she men¬
tions another poem in passing, this one not surprisingly "about
Swiss peasants, men, women and children, returning to their vil¬
lage after a harvest day in the mountain pastures." Of both
poems, she writes that if ever found, "will [they] tell me anything
more? Anything I have forgotten?" Of the dream-triggered poem
and its uneasy confluence, she goes on to say that what remains
for her is not the idea that the cathedral could be stripped, its
treasures sold off to feed the poor, though that notion "cannot fail
to occur." It's just that images persist — the "glimmering . . .
pearls" in the cathedral's "darkness of stone" — because of "the
deep pleasure that beauty was to those who passed and
repassed." And do such arguments bring anything back? One
poem, two? Or was it poetry itself she meant?
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THE MALICE OF INNOCENCE
A glimpsed world, halfway through the film,
one slow shot of a ward at night
holds me when the rest is quickly
losing illusion. Strange hold,
as of romance, of glamor: not because
even when I lived it in it I had
illusions about that world; simply because
I did live there and it was
a world. Greenshaded lamp glowing
on the charge desk, clipboards
stacked on the desk for the night,
sighs and waiting, waiting-for-morning stirrings
in the dim long room, warm, orderly,
and full of breathings as a cowbarn.
Death and pain dominate this world, for though
many are cured, they leave still weak,
still tremulous, still knowing mortality
has whispered to them; have seen in the folding
of white bedspreads according to rule
the starched pleats of a shroud.
It's against that frozen
counterpane, and the knowledge too
how black an old mouth gaping at death can look
that the night routine has in itself —
without illusions — glamor, perhaps. It had
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a rhythm, a choreographic decorum:
when all the evening chores had been done
and a multiple restless quiet listened
to the wall-clock's pulse, and turn by turn
the two of us made our rounds
on tiptoe, bed to bed,
counting by flashlights how many pairs
of open eyes were turned to us,
noting all we were trained to note,
we were gravely dancing — starched
in our caps, our trained replies,
our whispering aprons — the well-rehearsed
pavanne of power. Yes, wasn't it power,
and not compassion,
gave our young hearts
their hard fervor? I hated
to scrub out lockers, to hand out trays of
unappetizing food, and by day, or the tail-end of night
(daybreak dull on gray faces — ours and theirs)
the anxious hurry, the scolding old-maid bosses.
But I loved the power
of our ordered nights,
gleaming surfaces I'd helped to polish
making patterns in the shipshape
halfdark —
loved
the knowing what to do, and doing it,
lists of tasks getting shorter
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hour by hour. And knowing
all the while that Emergency
might ring with a case to admit, anytime,
if a bed were empty. Poised,
ready for that.
The camera
never returned to the hospital ward,
the story moved on into the streets,
into the rooms where people lived.
But I got lost in the death rooms a while
remembering being (crudely, cruelly,
just as a soldier or one of the guards
from Dachau might be) in love with order,
an angel like the chercheuses de poux, floating
noiseless from bed to bed,
smoothing pillows, tipping
water to parched lips, writing
details of agony carefully into the Night Report.
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Arthur Sze
RUNNING STYLE POETICS
"The Malice of Innocence,” in its rhythmical stretch and its
insistently dark interior vision, is one of Denise Levertov's signa¬
ture poems. Like the running style of Chinese calligraphy, in
which the number of strokes needed to write a character is ab¬
breviated to enable greater rhythmical flexibility, and where the
quicker brushwork reveals an intense, dynamic vision, Denise
Levertov's use of language is innovative.
I count the poem as thirteen sentences and sentence frag¬
ments in twenty-eight stanzas. The words "but," "and,” and
"but” initiate three of these sentences and fragments, and these
qualifications mark shifts in the swerving motion of the mind,
which is also part of the larger unswerving motion to connect and
deepen the moments of "inscape" and insight.
In addition to the unusual sway and stretch of the sentences,
Denise Levertov's stanzas are not organized in a traditional man¬
ner and are more like tonal clusters or swaying eddies in a larger
current. She herself articulated an idea of organic poetry where
"organic form is the concept that there is a form in all things (and
in our experience) which the poet can discover and reveal.” Al¬
though the poem develops its impetus primarily through twoline and three-line stanzas, these stanzas become rhythmically
more complex with the employment of dropped lines: dropped
lines, line breaks, and stanza breaks delineate clusters of percep¬
tion as well as the pivotal silences and leaps in the poem. In this
asymmetrical choreography, there is a four-line stanza and fiveline stanza as well as the ending's culminating one-line stanza.
In considering the overall effect of the poem, one could say
that "The Malice of Innocence" is about power and order and at
what cost these objectives are achieved; I suppose the poem is
also about multiple worlds inside a world. The speaker goes into
a movie theater, and, in the course of watching a film, encounters
a snippet in a hospital ward that triggers a memory of working as
a nurse in England during the Second World War. Although the
movie moves on, the speaker considers what it is to be "lost in the
death rooms a while.” Because the speaker is older and has a
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more mature consciousness, she is able to see that, in working as
a nurse and loving "knowing what to do, and doing it" and in
writing medical details into a hospital report, she objectified her
patients and denied them their humanity and inflicted a form of
malice through her innocent disregard of their pain and suffering.
Yet this reading of the poem is far too superficial. What
moves me most about the poem is its continual encounter with a
deeper, darker surprise. I'm interested in how "illusion" is used
in the poem. It is used three times: in the first instance, while
most of the film is "losing illusion," the scene from the hospital
ward exerts a pull on the speaker's consciousness. In the second
instance, it is a bit more complex: although the speaker recog¬
nizes that at the time she worked in the ward she had illusions
about that world, she recognizes that those illusions do not still
exert a pull. Rather, watching the filmic scene, she simply regis¬
ters a connection that for a brief time in her life she did live in
that world. But it's the third use of "illusion" that is the startling
one: the phrase "without illusions" occurs as a qualification in a
longer sentence with a deeper vision:
It's against that frozen
counterpane, and the knowledge too
how black an old mouth gaping at death can look
that the night routine has in itself —
without illusions — glamor, perhaps.
Here, against the domination of death and pain and the recogni¬
tion of mortality, the speaker hits a nerve. In the routine, the
knowing what to do and doing it, in the minute ordering of a life,
there s a touch of glamor, which is immediately qualified with
the word

perhaps." Here is the seed for someone who becomes

in love with order and power, who focuses on manageable details
at the expense of the larger darkness and disorder in the world.
This second use of the word "glamor" echoes its first use near the
beginning. Strange hold, / as of romance, of glamor." Here, near
the outset, is the notion that one can fall in love, not with anoth-
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er person, but with “the knowing what to do, and doing it." Of
course this perversion is part of the larger malice of innocence.
Two other issues that interest me are the axes of stillness and
motion, and of silence and sound. In Chinese calligraphy, it can
be revelatory to watch a calligrapher move and pause with the
brush: oftentimes the pauses are not where you expect them.
When a character takes a number of strokes to generate, the
strokes may not all be written out at once; the calligrapher might
pause inside of a character for what seems like an enormous
amount of time, and then quickly execute the remaining strokes.
In "The Malice of Innocence," near the end, with "floating," "tip¬
ping," "writing," there's a trochaic form of pausing where one
experiences the line breaks gathering momentum to arrive at the
startling dactylic one-line stanza which is the culmination, "de¬
tails of agony carefully into the Night Report."
To come back to the axes of stillness and motion, and of si¬
lence and sound, the speaker is in a movie theater and is pre¬
sumably still and quiet, but what the speaker sees triggers a se¬
ries of memories and recognitions which are full of motion and
life. In the poem itself, the night routine is a form of dance with
strict rules:
It had
a rhythm, a choreographic decorum:
when all the evening chores had been done
a multiple restless quiet listened
to the wall clock's pulse, and turn by turn
the two of us made our rounds. . . .
The nervous ticking of mortality resides in the sounds and sights;
the "multiple restless quiet" informs and animates the poem.
Early on there are "stirrings / in the dim long room, warm, or¬
derly, / and full of breathings as a cowbarn." Here the stirrings
and sighs of the patients are, in their animal nature, compared to
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cows breathing in a barn. But the multiple restless quiet is so
much more than this. It's in the two nurses who go about the
night routine with their "hard fervor," and it also listens "to the
wall clock's pulse."
It is interesting to look at how the pronouns in the poem
move. It begins with an "I"; then when the two nurses make their
rounds, the poem enlarges into an "our," and then it shrinks back
at the end to an "I." In this motion there is the intriguing notion
of solitude within multitude. In another poem Denise Levertov
once wrote "Solitude within multitude seduced me early." Here
again, with the verb "seduced," is the trace of romance and glam¬
or. The solitary individual finds it enamoring to be swept into a
larger current even if the speaker remains solitary. If one comes
back to the poem, when the "two of us" make their rounds
through the hospital ward, the poem opens into an "us" that im¬
plicates the reader as well. And yet, when the poem appears to
contract back down to an "I," to an individualized experience,
near the end, it makes the two similes that explode the poem back
out again.
In the first simile, the speaker who became enamored of the
order and power and control she exerted in the night routine is
now seen to be someone who could have been a guard at Dachau
who ignored the Holocaust and who rationalized away his/her
own complicity. And yet the poem doesn't stop there. If the poem
stopped three stanzas from the end, the poem would finish with
a moral vision and judgment. One of the things I most admire
about this poem is that it refuses to accept a moral judgment as a
satisfying completion. Instead, the poem goes on and introduces
a second simile, "like the chercheuses de poux," that alludes to
Rimbaud's poem "The Seekers of Lice." "The Malice of Inno¬
cence

thus jumps across language, culture, time, and space to

widen and deepen in a visionary way.
In Rimbaud's poem "The Seekers of Lice," a child has a
fevered and hallucinatory vision: two female figures approach a
child, perhaps in a hospital bed; they are described as sisters who
run their fingers through the child's hair and crunch lice with
their fingernails. And according to the rhythm of their caresses.
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the child feels ebb and flow within him an implacable urge to cry.
By overtly connecting to Rimbaud's poem, the speaker of "The
Malice of Innocence" extends the worlds of her own experience:
there's the hospital ward the speaker once lived in, then, with the
guard at Dachau, there's the larger world of the horrors of the
twentieth century; but there's also the world of art — film and
poetry — through which one encounters the fevers of the world
and meditates and gains insight.
I said at the beginning that I believe Denise Levertov's poem
incorporates features of running style calligraphy. If regular style
calligraphy writes out the words according to their particular
stroke order and direction and honors that choreography, and
grass style abbreviates and transforms words so radically that
they become their own language, running style mediates between
the two and allows for relatively free handling and vivid, expres¬
sive movement. In the asymmetrical stanzas that mark clusters of
perceptions, in the unusual dropped lines that often mark shifts
in the tide, Denise Levertov has found a formal pattern that
stretches the regular order. In tracking the "pavanne of power" of
a hospital night routine, in choreographing the mind's motion,
in depicting various guises of the malice of innocence, Denise
Levertov has created a vivid, charged, and singular work of art.
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IN CALIFORNIA DURING THE GULF WAR
Among the blight-killed eucalypts, among
trees and bushes rusted by Christmas frosts,
the yards and hillsides exhausted by five years of drought,
certain airy white blossoms punctually
reappeared, and dense clusters of pale pink, dark pink —
a delicate abundance. They seemed
like guests arriving joyfully on the accustomed
festival day, unaware of the year's events, not perceiving
the sackcloth others were wearing.
To some of us, the dejected landscape consorted well
with our shame and bitterness. Skies ever-blue,
daily sunshine, disgusted us like smile-buttons.
Yet the blossoms, clinging to thin branches
more lightly than birds alert for flight,
lifted the sunken heart
even against its will.
But not
as symbols of hope: they were flimsy
as our resistance to the crimes committed
again, again — in our name; and yes, they return,
year after year, and yes, they briefly shone with serene joy
over against the dark glare
of evil days. They arc, and their presence
is quietness ineffable — and the bombings arc, were,
no doubt will be; that quiet, that huge cacophony
simultaneous. No promise was being accorded, the blossoms
were not dov es, there was no rainbow. And when it was claimed
the war had ended, it had not ended.
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Carole Simmons Oles
HER JERUSALEM

Without a terrain in which, to which, 1 belong,
language itself is my one home, my Jerusalem.
(from "Staying Alive," Part I)
The winter of the first Gulf War, I was poet-in-residence in Nor¬
mal, Illinois — the name a cruel irony, given the relentless daily news.
As recently as today, July 18, 2002, the New York Times online main¬
tains that Congress wants the administration's plan for "removal" of
Saddam Hussein. Popular media from The New Yorker to The Nation
have been detailing the U.S.'s long-standing plans for a second offen¬
sive in Iraq. Given this atmosphere, and the events of last September
11, I wanted to sound Levertov's poem — this with the conviction
that, maligned as "political poetry" may often be in this country, it is
not only poetry in an honored tradition, but arguably poetry that
makes survival sense. Poetry can make thought happen.
What those of us whose lives are permeated by a sense of
unremitting political emergency, and who are at the same
time writers of poetry, most desire in our work, I think, is to
attain to such osmosis of the personal and the public, of as¬
sertion and of song, that no one would be able to divide our
poems into categories. The didactic would be lyrical, the
lyrical would be didactic. That is, at any rate, my own prob¬
ably unattainable goal. . .
(from Light Up the Cave, 127-128)
Reaching the final lines of Levertov's poem, I couldn't help
but be struck by her prophecy. But beyond that, the more I read
and considered the poem, the more I saw how her extraordinary
talents for fusing music and idea come to fruition in this poem.
Here a central dilemma of the poem is the gap between what
is/was/will be, and what is not — essentially what is versus
what was claimed. Here I found music in service to the world, the
artist confronting the res publica, Levertov's language and struc¬
tures perfectly elucidating thought and feeling.
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To consider largest structures: I read the poem's triplet stan¬

zas — even stanza 6, with a clear rupture for dramatic emphasis,
remains an injured triplet — as having four movements: the enjambed and scene-setting stanzas 1 to 3; stanza 4, introducing a
human presence and end-stopped; stanzas 5 and 6, alike in their
shorter lines and deeper probing; and stanzas 6 to 9 (the enjambment makes me place 6 in both "movements"), all enjambed, ac¬
cumulating, and expanding elements suggested or introduced
earlier in the poem.
Examining diction allowed me to understand the poem's
structure from another perspective. I began by assigning words
to two columns, one "negative" and one "positive" — admitted¬
ly simple-minded, a matter of degree, since every word takes its
coloration from words around it. This reading began to reveal
how unsimple the language assignment becomes, as I encoun¬
tered diction occupying per se more neutral ground. It also
helped underscore Levertov's use of pronouns and passive voice;
it charted where shifts, contrasts, intensifications occurred regu¬
larly throughout the poem.
So, for example, my "negative" list contains these words
among others: blight-killed, rusted, exhausted, drought (altogether a
wasteland scene), unaware, not perceiving, sackcloth, dejected, shame,

bitterness, disgusted. On the "positive" list: airy, white, pink, punc¬
tually, abundance, joyfully, accustomed, festival, skies ever-blue, daily
sunshine, and so on. In neutral ground, capable of moving into ei¬
ther column, such words as dense, even against its will, symbols, re¬

sistance, in our name, return, and huge. Other tensions surfaced be¬
tween particular words: "are, were, / no doubt will be" became
the

dark glare" side of "punctually" and "accustomed"; "un¬

aware

and "not perceiving" bounced off "claimed." Hovering in

neutral were seemed — we don't know yet to whom, but we find
out at stanza 4, us — and the hinge words Yet, But not, And when.
My columnar exercise demonstrated that the poem's balances are
a manifest expression of struggle: countervailing weights; pre¬
sentations of truth and reality; literal and moral, natural and un¬
natural forces.
I can t read Levertov without attending to textures of sound
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— internal rhyme, assonance and consonance in stanza 1, the
hard consonants b, d, k to evoke the blasted scene, the exact
rhyme of among/among, the slant rhyme of rusted/exhausted. How
cannily rusted prefigures clusters, and the profusion of flowers in
stanza 2 is iterated in a profusion of overlapping sounds in clus¬

ters, abundance, dense; how reappeared balances exhausted. I note
the atypical end rhyme of seemed and accustomed; the expansion of
punctually into joyfully; how sackcloth personifies the trees and
bushes, at the same time preparing for the entry of actual human
presences, the some of us in stanza 4. Here nature in the form of de¬

jected landscape mirrors human feeling; but daily sunshine revolts
the human speakers by its ironic disjunction from their own situ¬
ation and emotions, becoming false as smile-buttons. Stanza 4
virtually hisses its disgust in a sequence of sibilants.
The turn at stanza 5 is registered with "Yet," and the stanza
also sings differently from its predecessor. Nasals and labials pre¬
dominate (clinging, thin, branches, sunken; lightly, alert, flight, lift¬

ed) and rhyme stitches a clear pattern (birds/alert, lightly/flight,
alert/heart). The heart goes aloft over the enjambed stanza break:
in spite of themselves, human observers feel cheered by the frag¬
ile, clinging blossoms. No sentimentality intrudes, however.
Stanza 6 breaks the triplet pattern to assert definitively what the
blossoms are not. As placed, the opposition assumes great
weight, its own linear integrity. In this stanza, caesurae give em¬
phasis and authority to statement: the end-stopped first line, the
line break at the second, the medial colon of line 3 — this last lineation seconding But not.
Into the poem's coda, we move unstoppably between stanzas
until the final line. Musical and rhythmic effects are intensified
by punctuation (particularly but not only the dashes), exact and
slant rhyme ( again, again; year after year; yes, yes; not, no, no, not,

no, not; year/over/glare/are/were), and sonic echoes {flimsy of cling¬
ing and thin; cacophony of crimes committed). Conceptually, dark
glare volleys with stanza 4's daily sunshine, and the break from
stanza 7 to 8 moves us from that literal detail to the symbolic re¬
gion of evil days, this in the stanza where a single word — bomb¬

ings — returns us forcibly to the poem's title.
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In these closing stanzas, the matter of the poem flowers
abundantly. Stanza 6 is crucial, penetrating deeper into the
speakers' relationship to the criminal claim-makers. Just when
the reader wishes for hope, release from shame and bitterness, the
poet refuses to provide any phony consolation. The blossoms are
flimsy as the speakers' resistance to "the crimes committed //
again, again — in our name." I hear evoked the sin of taking the
Lord's name in vain — the speakers' names also sacred, repeat¬
edly profaned by those entrusted to act on their behalf.
Ideas are reinforced by repetition as noted, especially of
negations. Verb tense augments this effect: the blossoms briefly
shone and return year after year, punctual, accustomed. While
they exist in the present of stanza 8, by contrast the bombings
usurp past, present, future. Lineation collapses the two realities
— that quiet, that huge cacophony — in line 3 where they abut each
other and reverberate into space, simultaneous before the word
itself appears on the following line.
Verb voice becomes profoundly significant again in the final
stanza, as it was earlier in "crimes committed." "No promise was
being accorded" — we know from reading the poem it wasn't ac¬
corded by the blossoms, nor do we find a human purveyor. (I
can't overlook the irony of accorded a mere two lines after bomb-

ings, and "not doves" to recall that other war.) "And when it was
claimed" — by whom? — the poet declines to tell us, and for
good reason. Citizens know who's in charge of claims about the
beginning and end of war. Levertov also eschews what might be
so tempting, righteous attack, in favor of a strategy less polemi¬
cal, more persuasive.
In California During the Gulf War" gives us a we and a they
but not the ones I'm expecting. Focus is not on the we, but on
the world around it. The reader discovers how things seem and
feel to that collective observer, but only as these impinge on the
ideas of the poem. And the they? The blossoms! Thus, no conven¬
tional opposition, but the expected bad they a part of nature, more
friend than enemy, and capable of lifting the speakers' spirits. In
delicacy become flimsiness, the speakers identify with this they.
The positive/negative formulation I noted in the diction of the
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poem tips, surprising me with this alliance. Notable too that the

zee, the committers of crimes in their name, and the flowers are all
unnamed, reinforcing the cyclical course of human as well as nat¬
ural events. How different the effect would be if blossoms were in¬
stead azaleas. Fixing less on the thing, and more on the stage of
the thing, Levertov renders "blossoms" more symbolic by not
specifying them, even as she denies they symbolize a hope the
poem's speakers or readers might wish to find.
The cumulative force of negations in the final lines of the
poem and use of the unsettling passive voice only serve to
heighten the tension of the poem's stunning last line — its two
halves (equal number of words, equal number of syllables before
and after the comma, and metrical similarity) ultimately positive
and negative. Reading the final sentence of the poem we arrive at
one sense: when the claimers said war was over, it was not over;
reading the final line, another: the war was both over and not
over. The lineation and paradox of the poem's final line give
speakers, not claimers, the last word — where truth, not claim,
resides.
What does this poem tell me about how to go on, into the re¬
ality of a proximate next Gulf War? With assertion and song; with
awareness, sifting out claim from fact and truth, avoiding too
self-deception. Go on by going back to another Levertov poem,
"In Memory of Muriel Rukeyser": "'No one/ to drive the car.'

Well,/ let's walk then, she says."
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Bruce Beasley
LORD BRAIN

—Speech
Disorders:
Aphasia,
Apraxia, and Agnosia, by Lord
Brain, 1961
O Seigneur, s'il y a un Seigneur,

sauvez mon ame, si j'ai une ame.
— Ernest Renan

To see the universe
in a grain of sand,
in the scrunched
convolutions, a billion
synapses in a sandgrain-sized speck
of cerebral cortex,
its cells immeasurably self-implicated.
Brain the size of two clenched fists.
Billion-grained mood in a grain
showeth His handiwork. Let
the meditations of my lobes
be acceptable in thy sight,
O Lord. Lord Brain,
canst thou not minister
to neurons wrongly wired. Spasms
of the hippocampus. O Lord
the brain secretes thought, Cabanis says,
as the liver does bile. To see the universe
marred in a billion billion-marred
grains.

— Our cosmos

is just one of those things that happen
from time to time, the physicist
said. Out of the unformed, & void.
Who can understand His errors?: alexia,
agraphia, amusia, allophones & vocables,
palilalia palilalia palilalia. Scrunches.
Neuron-spasms. Clenched fists. Speech
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in perseveration, says Lord Brain,
is contaminated by words
the patient has already used
but cannot get rid of. Pointing
to scissors, the aphasiac said,

Of course that's not a nail file,
it's a nail file. Go to, let us
go down, & there confound
their language. & the Lord said
(Lord Brain, Lord Brain, canst thou
not minister) the problem
of speech has proved a highly
difficult one. Inflamed
encephalitic tissue's
testament: What is zvhat

did you say did I say what
word is that word what
what do words the word what
mean. My brain secretes. Lord,
these slurs of supplication & lament.
& the mind secretes the idea of the mind,
& the word mind, secretes
the cosmos that the mind is meant
to anatomize. Just one of those things.
Do not consult the gods
to find a directing soul,
Galen said: consult an anatomist. Lord Brain,
brainward I go, on the nerveimpulse, the wave of negativity
in ions of calcium, voltagedriven sodium channels
opening in the membranes, microcosmos
of synapse & dendrite. Soma
& sema, body & tomb. Antidepressants'
neurogenesis: let the dosed
cortex bring forth new cells, synapse
as all the space that's left of Chaos. & let
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the neurons separate
light from darkness, exaltation
from despair, for days, & for years,
& so it was, & it was good, set
in the firmament
of the serotonin receptors on the dendrites . . .
Psyche's soma; sema's psyche. Lord
Brain, lately I don't know how to speak
again: mutism, speech-poverty,
introjection into the convolutions
& fissures where words get stuck.
Go to, let us go down, & there confound.
Sometimes, as you say. Lord Brain, the frontallobe-damped can still sing
words they can no longer seem to speak.
& I meant to say: my life felt no more purposeful
than a paramecium's, or a slug's.
& I meant to say: all the spectra of light
our eyes can't even see — ultraviolet,
x-ray, infrared, gamma ray, heat — what
vision's diffracted among them,
unrealizable.
& what spectra of passions we can't feel, can't even feel
not feeling.
& I watched a slugtrail shimmer down the brick,
felt the dulling of the nerve-impulse, amygdala to cortex,
inchoate dread to thought-of-dread,
& I muttered. Lord, in the brain. Lord Brain, if soul there is,
if Lord there is. Lord, preserve
my soul, if soul
I have,
& I watched the lightningbug larvae crawl all along that slugtrail
toward their mucid prey.
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Jennifer Atkinson
SEDUCTION WITH GOLD PENDANT
Moonlight, frost at midsummer.
Cold to the woods' dull edge. Behind me
A silhouette — peaked roof, chimney.
The thin sentries, swayed off-kilter.
My mother's blond hollyhocks.
I keep thinking wrong things.
Before me, the wide firepath, the way back
Past the hemlocks, the toppled chestnut.
The old burn where blueberries grow.
The foundation of a cabin backed into the hill.
Stone cellar, shard of a crock —
How much evidence do you need?
A well to drop a stone down,
A vine-trammeled apple tree?
Who climbed out of the cellar and left?
Who will lie down with me now,
Our heads where crocks of molasses were set.
Our bodies straight, naked, right.
Under the starched sheet of moonlight?
Listen to the wind play the chimney.
Moss crosses what once was the threshold.
A down-sift of fine leaf dust.
And an owl lights on the lintel, its eyes
A splayed-open locket, scratched at the rims.
Bright gold where once tiny images fit.
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Richard Robbins
GLARE
Once on the street where he never lived,
on a May morning before the kids
rose for school, the air 60, hazy —
the sky would burn soon enough — she read
the paper sitting down on the front step,
her dog sniffing lawn, ready to snap
at any gnat. She turned each large page,
section after section, with the deft
move, he thought, of one who folded sheets
alone, who knew story to story
her robe opened and closed, just a little,
for him, the top of her heart blinking
white — white as the soft skin where the neck
meets the chest — then gone. He might have guessed
she'd have to go inside, the children up,
day moving on in a new language.
He might have guessed he'd be watching her
even after death, a chaste voyeur,
the afterlife a kind of living room
across the cul-de-sac, a window chair
and the priciest view on the street,
on the way she sat there, rubbed her feet
to keep warm, looked his way just as the sun
bounced low off his glass and sent her in.
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BAPTISMAL FONT
He leaned over the bowl
only to see his own face
looking back, and the ceiling
behind him, and the nothing
behind the hidden sky. Why
would he think this tiny sea
wasn't enough? The ripple,
the pin-sized holes in limestone
made from billion-year-old air.
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Eric Pankey
THE COORDINATES
Ten thousand worlds in the eye of a deerfly
And I slap it against my thigh nonetheless.
So much for the multiplicities of awe.
For now, the horizon's tin edge separates
The figment of sky from the figment of hills.
The dull mileage between the Rappahannock
And Occoquan is but a blink of an eye,
A daydream's doffed distance on the long way home.
When did the mere sublime fall out of favor?
When did the ineffable lose the sacred?
A spider bridges the gap between two oaks.
A black snake slips through a cowlick of tall grass.
I map the coordinates. Take ragtag notes.
Sometimes I can put two and two together.
The wisteria shrugs beneath wind's weight.
Although I wasn't going to mention the wind.
That ghost-driven given, dry, pollen-thick.
Everywhere at once, then nowhere, where it lives.
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James Grab ill
CINNAMON
The jangling earrings, heron pulses, root rain misting,
the look in her eyes: they come back whether or not
you know how much you couldn't see clearly.
And shore-breaking root-waves, the Yakima apples,
the quadratic neighborhoods, faraway tin plates,
nearby finches' green, and peppery cinnamon.
The steel mirrors, the bed being asked, the lively rice
and everywhere dust, the beat pair of shoes on any porch,
the slung infrared worry, an orange with its solar axis,
old forested harbors, and lanterns of cinnamon.
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AFTER A LONG STRUGGLE
The story of rain
begins inside a person
who has survived.
We want to know
that not having enough
will be okay.
The spin of a fan is summer
sleeping, dark-green light
from old ferns glowing.
We want to know
years out, our lives
like violins or new bread.
And now grief-rain falls
through leaves and ruins,
through mind this rain
and each cell of blood, rain
falling mind down through
self, rain down to ground
into ground, rain falling
ground from light through
light, into ground.
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Timothy Liu
ANNIVERSARY
Landscapes that grow flatter every year.
The monthly rent check due.
Camouflaged by smoke.
Could someone open a window in here?
A marriage in lieu of talk.
Regrets to inform.
Kept inside those angry Russian tomes.
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OF THEE I SING
A nation awash in Eurotrash finding itself upstaged.
Millions in bullion buried under rubble.
Disaster really cooking now.
Our ledgers neither ruled nor able to go on.
Tell me the secret under the secret.
Drunken teens lighting up.
Trapped inside an SUV plastered with American flags.
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PARAMOUR
An adverb by way of
love, what's par for
I'amour is par
for the course. Say
you're out for dinner one evening
with Yves, and you think of
the phrase evening
of life. Who doesn't want
to be called something
other than the name
we're given: the cow we call
boeuf or beef when eaten, the house
when it's lived in,
home, and the one we
go home with, love.
Lysippus, the Greek
sculptor, used to say
that his predecessors made men
as they really were, but he made them
they appeared to be, just as Picasso
replied to those who claimed Stein
did not look like the portrait
he made: she will. What makes
the wine the wine, is it the grape
or the terroir, terror or
terrain? You think Burgundy
evening, assigned
age of light, first
sign of winter, art of
decay: assignage, the art of curing
cheese, fromage, what the French call
feet of the angels.

CHEZ NOUS
we say vive

la difference between morals
and morels: the accent,
spelling, shape of the mouth
whenever it eats or
speaks. According to Sargent,
a portrait is a painting
with something wrong with
the mouth, but chez nous
the paintings have
no mouths and do not need
to sing because what we call
darkness darkens
in octaves.

And indeed,
if we consider this beautiful
machine of the zvorld,
Palladio wrote, so much needs
oiling: the porch swing
of the chickadee's song, the mourning
dove flung up like the window's
wooden sash, the word

rudbeckia.
And isn't news
rude, the way
it beckons? Le corps
becomes a copse, someone's
opus, but we can't imagine
whose because chez nous
the peonies dress for dinner
like grizzlies
in their pungent
fuchsia coats while the dead
settle back and go on
discussing how to leave
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a world that begins
each April to finish
its sentence with another
inch of green.
Let Marcus Aurelius go on
believing he has the last
say — you'd need to be stoic
to believe the universe
will be destroyed in a great
conflagration and then be re-formed
exactly as it was before. Chez nous
the world will end
like the end of Haydn's Farewell

Symphony, when all the players,
one by one, get up
from their seats and walk
offstage.
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Boyer Rickel
COINCIDENTAL
It was the fragrance of diesel
as she plucked a postcard from a sidewalk carousel
that convinced her:
she'd book passage on a freighter.
Journey to a land
where the language
was a music she hadn't heard
because all music enchanted her.
No, it was the red-striped hand towels
at the department store sale.
The tiny manufacturer's tag — words
in a script she'd never seen before.
Or a sound she recalled
from grade school. A marble that rolled
down an aisle between desks
during the silence of a history test.
Piedro. It was Piedro. The little boy
next door who prayed with his family
at dusk behind the house.
His accent, which she couldn't quite place.
Or the pack of blue cigarettes
left by an overnight guest. Chocolates
from a shop on a street she could find only once.
Her grandmother's bedspread depicting a folk dance.
Her preference
for the anonymous.
For vessels, things that float.
Stories that change each time they're told.
for Deb Addis
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Ellen Wehle
THE BOOK OF HOURS: JANUARY

(The Limbourg brothers, 1412-1416)
Retired, my father repairs rare books. More empty time, he says,
than he can fill.
I turn the page. Snowy afternoon, my half-drunk tea still steaming.
Yes, these are the beautiful hours.

Robed in ultramarine, the Duke feasts. Courtiers stretch their hands to
the fire as the chamberlain bids them, Come in, come in!
Far away, my father works all night. Threading glue along
the inner spines.
While outside the ocean of snow deepens.
Only now, late, do I understand his love; bent over his table, lamp
burning on and on.
Time ... a figure-eight of geese in the falling sky.
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MAID OF HONOR

I
A well-known fact, the beloved betrays us best yet
each time we suffer that dagger of surprise: Et tu.
Take the 15,000 legionnaires Rome lost in a gully
in 9 A.D. when the commander's German friend,
an officer loud in his admiration of Roman poetry
and culture, led them into the arms of the German
army hidden behind rocks above. Millennia later
local place names — Bone Lane, Kettle of Death —
still speak of those three days' slaughter, Romans
"dying like penned cattle" in a steady downpour
of spears, and only imagine Varus, the commander,
feeling as the first man falls that sudden cold draft
at his shoulder where friend Arminius once stood.
What is he thinking amid the screams and thumps:
that last night they drank their wine from a chased
silver cup, passing it back and forth between them?
II
It is because we loved them we cannot understand.
III
Four months pregnant, my best friend got engaged
and days before the wedding in a kind of confused
vindication — of what? lost singlehood, or the power
to choose? — banged her boss at lunch, remembering
little later but a box of dealer tags digging hotly into
her hip as the two of them wrestled over his desktop.
I was her maid of honor (white roses and a strapless
sheath) and she told me the story over pina coladas
as we nailed down the details, french braids, bouquet
ribbons, how to walk in perfect tempo down the aisle.
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IV
Concealed and waiting, that secret bristled with spears.
V
I keep on trying to tell you why I had to. Truth is, at
this distance, I no longer know. You can see it in later
photos: the friendship faltered, she hurt me somehow.
But I knew just how to strike, and smiled and smiled.
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Kurt S. Olsson
SANTA BARBARA
Someone's knocking on my door while I'm dreaming
of someone knocking on my door so I start shouting
in a language like shaving cream and a leather strop
that finally makes some sense but when I wake
eloquence disappears like Turkish bubble gum
on my teeth and there's still this knocking so
I get up to yet another day of sun, gold smiles,
and impossible hats and slide on the dingy red floor
in my socks, seal-like, nose pinched as if swimming
underwater, up to the peephole to see yet another face
I don't know, and now I try like a mountain climber
to still my heart, to thicken my blood because if the knocker
detects even a blip of life the knocking will haunt me
for hours, days, perhaps years, and I, the knockee,
don't want my gas meter checked, my temperature taken,
I don't know a John Deere tractor dealer, don't need
a TV named after a season or the Tatar daughter of
the widow upstairs who paces all day in her sad spangled
bathrobe. I go back to my bed, stuff my head
full of old feathers, and try not to think of the street
and hearing Americanitz, then threats or giggles that make
even my pockets grow cold, as if I were nothing but
white sneakers, new Levis, and mouthwash, as if nothing
were worse than being thirty-five and not owning
a black Lab named Rex, not being married
to anyone, let alone a blonde knockout who wants
a facelift from the plastic surgeon who is screwing
his Colombian maid while his tennis-star son collapses
in a hotel next to a beach in a far-away land
called Santa Barbara where everyone in this town but me
swears they've lived all the nights of their lives.

Santa Barbara, an American soap opera, was popular throughout Cen¬
tral Asia in the mid-1990s.
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WHAT KILLS WHAT KILLS US
They carry pain like a bent nail
under their tongues. They aren't thinking of
recycling or raking leaves or Salman Rushdie
as they park their cars before this house bright
with wind chimes and sunlight. They come
for a story, for a different reading
of whole seasons in constant need of repair.
They want to return to dreaming of fish
and Turkish coffee and the bric-a-brac
of simply making do. They come for a story,
not theirs, but hers, the woman
who answers the door and brings them
to a room ionizing with what she promises
will kill what kills them. They come
for a story of the bee woman's
bees and how once in her garden a swarm
of angry sky descended,
pierced her. How later, she rose
from her metal chair, walked.
On lace doilies, their salvation, prisoned
in the cool pinch of tweezers,
sizzles like a drowned tree in a hurricane.
Afterwards, a sensation, like being
the last one in a subway station.
Their cars steaming in the winter sun.
The story, which is theirs to keep.
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Rynn Williams
ISLANDS
Bruised purple leaves, soil made from blossom,
the strange yellow mushrooms that appear
overnight — it's as if she were standing on the edge
of a thought that would draw all the strands into one.
And he, after preparing the kindling, a perfect tower
over leaves and scrap paper — triage, consolidation —
goes through a door in the privet hedge,
and the light shifts.
The noise from the waterfront deck of The Dory —
that offhand banter — has become necessary to them
as darkness and clean linen. Intimacy has no hold
on the present, the garden, the fire where he places the grill
and the fish, gills falling open, the mouths, the articulate jaws
set, as if sewn. The short, rusted legs of the picnic table
have sunk in the sand.
The bruise will go from black to blue to yellow.
And the purple along the fault lines of the basil
is somewhere between the tomato vine and her vision
of what could have been —
the eyes of the fish turn opaque.
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BIG YARD
There was nothing but antennas, office skyline.
Razor wire coiled on a slant all around
the top of the roof wall. It was a mile
to the pavement; a nickel could kill a man.
Some kids call it recess. We called it Big Yard.
Something, we imagined, like back yards —
all that open air. Like Long Island. Queens, maybe.
Once Valerie Butoni had me flush on the wall:
raze of raw concrete on the back of my arms,
sirens, jackhammers, garbage trucks on Lexington —
nowhere but down. In that moment I was memorizing soot:
square black flakes like urban butterflies —
and pigeons: greasy, with their emerald necks, those pigeonblood eyes, feet like scored wire. How could one kid
own the bench, the swings, the water fountain,
the breath in my lungs? No help for miles:
you might as well climb to the top of the world
and hurl yourself down — in the shadow
of that kind of power there is no afterlife,
even the sun's on her payroll.
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Michael Chitwood
FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

I ain't broke but I'm badly bent
Everybody loves those dead presidents.
— Little Walter

Single
Mythic tissue,
be legal and tender,
a telegram proclaiming
Washington's ardor.
"In God We Trust
all others pay cash"
yuks the stitch work
below a framed one
above the register.
A sawbuck heehaw.
A bet against a donut,
earned by another day,
or short by 24 hours,
this honest ticket
has four eyes
if you count the eagle,
speaks Latin
and on payday translates
to takeout and a video.
The guy with the caption
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comes in handy for coffee.
A little page from our Book
of the Dead. It's called
circulation and currency,
embossed with the past.
All alone and crumpled
it's good for a bad cigar
or mailing three letters.
Laced with cocaine
and lining the collection plate,
hand to hand like combat
or courtship, it adds up.
All debts, public or private.
Do you love me?
Circle one.
Yes or no?
*

To Lincoln on the Five
I think you've been pacing
or were sitting askew in a chair,
your stork legs over the arm,
and now you've come to the little window
to see what moonlight there might be,
how the magnolia leaves glint in it.
The particular copy I have is faded
from hours in the national archives
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of a scuffed leatherette purse
or the front pocket of a pair of jeans.
I think you like it best alone there,
still looking from your window
when the lawn has gone completely into shadow,
when you understand what small purchases
may be made that will suffice
and the great flap of your ear
hears, muffled and off key,
a little tune begin, whistling in your dark.
It's one of the citizens, alone and out late,
bucking himself up,
accompanied by the tattoo
of the battle hymn of the heart.
*

Hamilton, Never President
You'll do for a six-pack and change.
Strange, you're most representative
of the people. The wide boulevards
outside the Treasury are pleasant with jalopies.
It is a Sunday afternoon
and the couple near the second street lamp
are from Ohio, stout Methodists,
who just this morning before they got on their touring clothes,
the brown suit and the flowering paradise dress,
were taken with middle-aged passion
and he entered her from behind as both looked out
on the trees in blossom, oh yes it is spring, Alexander,
and you're seeing it too.
Butterflies are stitching from flower to flower
as though making homespun needlepoint slogans
to hang all around your porticos.
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Twenty Questions
Just to the left of Jackson's head
a citizen has written OK, OK
as if our seventh president were, what?,
resigned to his high, thick collar
and swirling, rakish hair?
Or maybe this was a note, unreserved,
passed in church, a message so urgent
it couldn't wait for less valuable paper.
But how do we read it —
affirmation? grim acceptance?
Is it a double question, OK? OK?
Or a question and an answer, OK? OK.
Or maybe two answers, OK. OK.
Here, in the republic with its Federal
Reserve System, its well-regulated military
and its three branches of government,
how do we read it?
*

Fifty-fifty
"What would it take,
just for once,
to get you to shut up
about responsibility?
What would a little peace cost?
I mean just close your mouth,
you know I used to love your mouth,
and just not talk,
not ask,
not beg of me
not utter a goddamn word.

Yes, I said utter.
I uttered utter.
What I owe you!
Am I owed?
Am I owed nothing?
Here, here, take it.
Just shut up and take it.
If you ask me.
Old Grant looks just as drunk."
*

Poor Ben's Almanac
This little broadside contains
the only kind of advice
we really want to receive,
offered by the Treasurer of the United States
and the Secretary of the Treasury,
the spire of Independence Hall separating
IN GOD from WE TRUST.
It's about 12 minutes after five here
and all upper case, the trees officially green.
Two gentlemen stand off from each other
in front of the main entrance.
They don't seem to notice that the numeral 100
pegs each corner or that the earth beneath them
proclaims ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
the sky above THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
and beyond the sky a simple border like a chair rail.
They don't seem to notice this.
It might rain though there's no clouds.
The two men go on about their business,
early to bed and early to rise.
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Marilyn A. Johnson
MIDWAY
Why was it called the midway
when it was the end of the world?
On a ribbon of dust, sticky with patches
of pleasure discarded,
the tattooed man licked ice cream,
milk running down his hand.
Beyond him, the bald one,
knives on display,
needle hidden,
posed with his pandas.
You want to get above this strip,
you have to wait
to step into one of those
rocking cages
that glitter in its rise
all the way to the top of the wheel —
as far as a ticket will take you.
Away is just a trick they sell,
a view of the trailer lot, by the pickups.
Your best friend on her knees.
The fling of her oiled hair.
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VINELAND
You run off with him, end up in Vineland.
The night's hood lifts, and the metal strut
props it open for the light. You don't have to dress
or leave for hours. Music jacked up,
someone to do nothing with, that easy place.

Do you know him? mother asked
meaning, Do you know how he does harm?
And no, you don't. So far it hurts
the same way each time. He pulls you out of Vineland,
drops you in the city. God or whoever
unhooks the strut, and night comes crashing down.
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Will Wells
SPRING FEVER

in memoriam, Carlo Levi
As he bends over patients, their eyes darken
like the cripples in Masaccio's fresco
of St. Peter's shadow curing the stricken.
Clasping hands, squeezing ankles, he passes down
the dialysis ward, a cook testing pastries.
His pinch imprints the swollen skin, bodies
awash in the shipwreck of their kidneys.
So blood endures its separate sorrows,
shoved through an array of tubes and filters
at their sides, while they recline in a row
of lounge chairs, dozing under newspapers.
Though starched sisters frown, he opens windows.
A Tuscan spring pulsates Vivaldi —
girls in black dresses hike up their hems
and weave motorbikes down thronging alleys.
And the sun builds glittering palazzi
from the common wares of each market stall:
melons so supple that the hand is called
to pat them; satins and silks that smooth all
sulks and send a current coursing in the veins.
With such a summons, who would not blend in
with the crowd, to select some chianti
and try on new shoes? Permissible sins
in a garden of second chances, however brief.
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Elisabeth Murawski
PUELLA
The spotted winebrown of her blood
stared back like
a sentence would
when she couldn't
read, its birdfoot
tracks
on her girlish
underwear
breaking and
entering. Her
wooden tongue
clacked in her head.
A child was dying
in her shoes.
With her lips
she formed the word
"why,"
but the waves
outshouted her
as they always did,
caressing her
ankles, biting
her skin with salt.
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Jennifer L. Knox
LOVE BLOOMS AT CHIMSBURY AFTER THE WAR
After a round of croquet in the garden, Pimpton
dropped dead with our lunch in his hands. Then Babette
dropped dead under her wide brimmed straw hat. Poncey
dropped dead, then Alice, then Tuckles. The sweep dropped
dead from his perch on the roof, then Yappy, our cocker,
dropped dead under a bush. We peered out the gate, watched
the town dropping dead: the butcher all bloody, the bobby,
the old pony hitched to the dead iceman's ice cart
dropped dead. Then you dropped dead, sis, and I might've
too if not for a vision of young Harold Winter,
the vicar, drifting down on parachute strings,
"I fear it's all my fault," he laughs easily.
Our children take to the trees every summer
while swallows rain down like over-ripe plums.
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Julie Larios
GOD, AWARE OF FREE WILL, ASKS A FAVOR
Oh, my little puppets, mes petites,
with your me-fingered arms
which are nowhere near
as fearsome as mine (mine are divine
and tattooed with a busted flush) —
— will you wave, s'il vous plait,
to the nice people, the Punched
and Judyed, will you do it for my sake
and for theirs, comme qa?
In the right hand, a broom for beating.
In the left, a black beret.
Oh! we could amuse and delight!
Oh! we could gather French squeals!
You two petits choux, and me
with my hands up your cavities.
"Non! Non!" "Oui! Oui! Oui!"
What a stir we could create:
you with your heads of papier mache
and me with my feel for dialogue.
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Nance Van Winckel
NO POSSIBLE LEAD FOR THE WHALE STORY
AND THE BUREAU CHIEF PASSED OUT
The bartender's baby grabs my blue I.D., then No,
she wants the boss's yellow one.
A wind ticks over the roof,
making the pool cues — lined up like rifles —
rattle. They've waited this way
for half a century
to shoot the chandeliers.
The baby reaches next for the soldiers' olives,
which tonight are tanks on a captain's map.
We sip the last Norwegian martinis,
staring out as winter veers in.
Street dogs provide a silent, nosey,
vigilante justice. If you followed them,
they'd show you the shortest route
to the beached whale. Thrashing dorsal fins
dig a wet salty grave.
And someone down the bar saying
how back in his country you'd just pull out a gun
and shoot the damn thing — that
would be considered kind.
Before the baby ate them, the lemon twists
were munitions dumps.
Now they make her mouth
do that thing
that makes us smile.
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Lu Yimin
AMERICAN WOMEN'S MAGAZINES
Peer out this window:
you can have everything you want, you know.
Look under that tree with no flowers,
watch those crowds of life-like people:
the ones who coil their hair on one side
or wear it down to slim their faces,
the ones who stare blankly, the supercilious.
One by one, you come to recognize those crowds
who used to be me,
who were one day of mine, an autumn day,
who were my spring, many springs.
Who? The ones who used to be me.
From time to time we fall in the dirt,
carrying a dictionary to look up death.
We cut out its name, tape it up, embroider it,
rip apart its nine brushstrokes
and put them back together.
People notice this commotion,
they've noticed for centuries.
They commend us on our good job,
our bravery, our composure.
That's how they describe us.
You come to recognize those crowds
who used to be me.
Standing in front of you.
I've washed my hands of that evil.

Line 16: The Chinese word for death is made up of two characters that
have a combined total of nine brushstrokes.
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THE INK HORSE
The heart is stagnant
water across from
the ink horse with the floating mane.
Hoofs pound occasional phrases,
the sound of knocking on steps
lifted by a still wind.
A scholar tiptoes
with the slight restlessness
of teahouses and taverns.
Why?
Why is it
ancient times were so much better?
Bleak and wild
blend into one scene,
traces of mountain water fade,
and the clean air
is delightful.
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IF YOU CAN DIE, GO AHEAD AND DIE
A kite stands in the sky
silk string broken by the wind.
It shakes its body.
A child on the terrace
can't wait to run through flowers.
She lifts her foot.
A traveler hikes through mountains
steps into empty air.
He follows the river current.
When the car rushes at you,
don't dodge out of the way.
If the gas isn't off,
don't get out of bed.
Swim to the deepest sea,
don't look back.
If you can die,
go ahead and die;
if you can succeed,
then go ahead —
succeed.

translated by Jennifer Feeley
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Karen Rigby
POPPIES
Last winter on the corner
of Fifth Avenue paint buckets filled
with poppies. I remember not for their jazz
tearing a backdrop of snow,
but for the way two men unloaded
buds like munitions.
One of them wore fingerless gloves,
cupped cellophane throats.
Below him a brother or son
shuttled fox fur
between the truck
and curb. I knew from the cold kiss
of his touch the petals
gave no scent — he did not lean
into the red corona, it was
pure commerce. The pods hung,
flammable batteries.
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VITRUVIAN MAN: STUDY OF TWO FIGURES

Leonardo da Vinci, c. 1492
The inked perimeter is a knife-thrower's
wheel. The square inside stretches like bedcloth.
One set of limbs forms a cross. The other spreads,
tamarind tree stocked with sugar & acid.
Flow can two postures mean come near?
Every holy man is torque. Serious pleasure.
Public or indoors, the body unravels
fourfold. I'm not ashamed to view him raised
in proof of love. I have taken two-for-one —
resurrection & sex. Nothing withheld.
There will never be a more perfect
mathematics: one body as beginning & end.
My paper god & laceration, ribcage
I have touched on other men & myself.
Bone like beehive, blood of my fathers.
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David Baker
POST MERIDIAN
Half a life's wanting, the other regret
is what she's painted in bold black letters
on a weathered plank. She's arranged fifteen
or twenty such marquees around their yard
— nailed to front-porch posts, propped along the trees
aimed at angles to the road to give us
time to brood, breathe, and be thus instructed.
God Needs a Bird is a bright one, though two
feet further she has started Look o and run
out of room — this board is a brown wing
flashing through her squat apple tree, balanced
in the knotted limbs and squandered blooms.
For days cars have idled by, looking
for her, thin, blonde, thirty or so, who
won't talk now except in these messages.
How articulate her display, yet how
wrenching to see the woodshed board by board
melting off in the sunshine, honey-vinesturned-ghost where she's ripping the west wall out.
They're coming! But who? Angels? Aliens?
Collectors? Old friends? Each is a savior
who might answer the one splintered marker
propped by a birdbath brimming with boots,
Husband Missing 5/22/02.

Regan Good
WHAT I SAW AND WHAT IT SAID
I lived in the movement of the matter.
(There — black shapes in the yellow leaves.)
I swear I waited to hear them with my eyes.
I saw a bird in a dog's mouth.
The dog shook its head until it seemed the bird there flew.
What could I know?
I lived by the movement of the matter.
The bird had the placid look of a hanged man.
The dog held that languid animal in its mouth —
An animal that spoke by moving through the senses of other
animals.
The dog could hear it.
The dog heard it through the blood collecting in its mouth.
You think I am wrong? That the dead bird speaks?
You know how it feels to hold something small
In your hand and want to crush it?
Now imagine it stays still and does not leave you.
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Kathleen Peirce
SLOW SONG
For the women who loved to part
their legs for cellos, there were men
who played the flute. For the blue jay
whose head-feathers were tapped forward by a gust
there was all of air to turn around in.
But it was difficult to feel the aptitude for motion
in our monuments, and our monumental feelings
held the weight of telling us apart. We loved the motion
as largesse passed by or in, but as we aged
the monumental was brought on more frequently
by smaller motions happening at once, as when we watched
a flake of salmon, salmon-colored, lifted to the actual mouth
of one who'd kissed us in a dream. Our wholeness seemed
composed, and we could sense the parts if not assemble them,
while words played out their fullness at our mouths
in a chorale of stops and starts. Thus we were revealed
and contained, and thus the stem was dragged across the strings.
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Shirley Kaufman
from TRANSLATION
Outlet
And what is the next move
(we're not playing checkers)
where do we go from here to
this evening
let's try it
one hour at a time
the sky full of suds
soapy water and sirens
or too much detergent
clogging the outlet
Meir says that exit is more
neutral
as if outlets
for sewage into the Ganges
were more hopeful than
exits
all the believers
filling their jugs and bottles
the way we keep filling our minds
with cures and promises
so at least we can
live
(how's that for neutral?)
looking for the right
word
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die

Wind
like the blast
that knocked down
the potted tree on our porch
or spirit
old ghost
up there on the parapet
not wearing armour
but wrapped in the fury of
Cobras
dead fathers
hissing their rage
what do we know
about revenge
the night watch
cringes
I feel my way
into the dark
the wind fled out of

(spirit

ghost)

and set the pot straight
bring you this small branch
broken:
one lemon
almost ripe
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Human vessel
Around the cape of no-hope
the human what-shall-we-call-it
sails
not ship not canoe
not a beautiful pea-green boat
but vessel
the cargo in it small
as the wick of a candle on a leaf
lighting our way to the ghat
to be carried like that
on the treacherous water
flickering
and poignant
as the documentation of non-events
the Owl and the Pussy-Cat
overwhelmed by their frailty
holding each other
when the wave breaks
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Anmarie Trimble
DREAM OF DAILY BREAD
It is clear as stainless steel.
The preserved words and prosciutto
aren't yours; you're just holding them.
Familiar intruders come bearing sausage machines.
Women give helpful advice,
then empty the pantry. Preserved cabbages lie,
the arugula crawls like a spider.
You realize escargots are hermit slugs,
the knife in your eye, your mother's,
the breath of life, garlic.
Suddenly emerging from water
you have trouble reading Shakespeare aloud.
The colander is balanced on your head.
It is clear as poetry,
the motherhood of this,
the fruit we bear.
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Robert Gibb
TURTLES
Rubblework and bedrock.
The pillared shells drift across
That quadrant of sunlight
And dust in which heat is still
Murderous at four o'clock.
For hours now we've made
Our slow way through the zoo's
Sour tenements, past
The torpor of great cats, bears
Pole-axed by August.
Past each replicated landscape
We descended the stair
To stand watching turtles
Ferry their plates above
The salt tides of the blood —
Shells rifted and scarred
As if by glaciers, the soft parts
Of the mosaic pebbling their skin.
They seemed to me again
To have simply been uncovered:
Cobbles of the living rock
Left by those waters.
Their massed hearts, tidal.
Lifted into the sun
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OCTOPUS
Knobbed and small and tangled
In a corner of the tank, it stares
Back at us with an eye no bigger
Than a bird's, there in the massy sac.
And the bird's beak too, tucked up
In the midden about which it furls:
A cluster of sea-grapes bobbing
Among the softly nodding stalks.
And this teenaged girl beside us,
Lacquered and teased.
What in all that amplitude
Of unhulled flesh so upsets her
She squawks how gross! so loudly
Even her boyfriend squirms?
The octopus, for its part.
Neither pales with fright
Nor breaks out in those splotches
Dark as birthmarks —
The almost sexual rash it exhibits
When excited and sighting food.
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Ander Monson
ASTONISH
If the work of rock is shift & chip & fault,
then the work of fingertip along neck
is good and well-deserved; then asphalt can
astonish us by going soft in back
of Festival Foods, where the bears' Friday
night dumpster-dive for trash & strew & mess
is entertainment for us this far north.
Asphalt's slumming, slurring under sun is
some work too. If what we call a road is
no more solid than a Shamrock Shake thrown
out, reclining in the trash. If what we
call the ground is hurtle, globe, then we are
breakneck, roller coaster gone, or famished
from lack of love, finishing & finished.
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Liu Tsung-yiian
EXILE IN CH'U
I used to be trussed in red-tape, skewered by my hat-pin,
but now they've sent me packing to the backwoods.
I've plenty of time to putter in the garden, and brood,
indistinguishable from any other country bumpkin.
At sunrise you'll find me plowing in the morning dew,
at night hear my oars scraping along in the shallows.
Coming or going, there's no one to say hello.
I sing all day long under the blue sky of Ch'u.
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MORNING WALK
Autumn almost over, frost every morning now.
I take my usual stroll up the valley.
Across the bridge where the stream's gone yellow
with fallen leaves, an old village stands empty.
Nothing but a few cold flowers, an ancient tree,
and somewhere a fountain's faltering flow.
Suddenly all my gathered thoughts desert me —
in the woods something has startled a young doe.

translated by Taylor Stoehr
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Billy Collins
YOU, READER

for Borges
I wonder how you are going to feel
when you find out
that I wrote this instead of you,
that it was I who got up early
to sit in the kitchen
and mention with a pen
the rain-soaked windows,
the ivy wallpaper,
and the goldfish circling in its bowl.
Go ahead and turn aside,
bite your lip and tear out the page,
but listen — it was just a matter of time
before one of us happened
to note the unlit candles
and the clock humming on the wall.
Plus, nothing happened that morning —
a song on the radio,
a car whistling along the road outside —
and I was thinking only
about the shakers of salt and pepper
that were standing side by side on a place mat.
I wondered if they were friends
after all these years
of if they were still strangers to one another
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like you and I
who manage to be known and unknown
to each other at the same time —
me at the table with a bowl of pears,
you leaning in a doorway
near some blue hydrangeas, reading this.
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